Goals: To assess the relationship between pain, psychological processes, and quality of life (QOL) in chronic pancreatitis (CP).
C hronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive inflammatory disorder of the pancreas characteristically resulting in abdominal pain. What often begins as time-limited episodes of acute abdominal pain frequently progresses to more persistent episodes accompanied by endocrine and exocrine pancreatic insufficiency. The character and severity of pain are quite variable but in some patients it may be severe, intractable, and result in significant impairment in quality of life (QOL). With progression of disease, endocrine and exocrine insufficiency may result further impairing daily activities and long-term outcome. Pain due to CP is not well understood, multifactorial, and often times difficult to treat. 1 For patients with CP, pain is the most troublesome symptom and the one for which they most often seek medical attention. For providers, it is also the symptom by which the effectiveness of treatment is measured. In spite of its clinical importance, CP pain is neither well understood nor satisfactorily treated.
In general, CP pain has historically been understood as the product of nociceptive stimulation from peripheral input caused by tissue damage (ie, pancreatic ductal hypertension, tissue ischemia, perineural inflammation, etc.). However, evidence suggests pain in CP is not solely a result of organspecific, anatomic disturbances. A recent study failed to find a correlation between abdominal imaging features and pain patterns in CP. 2 There are empirical and conceptual reasons to believe that CP pain is not strictly a symptom of underlying peripheral disease activity. After all, 10% to 15% of CP patients do not have any pain at all, 3 and some patients continue to experience abdominal pain even after complete removal of their pancreas. 4 These findings suggest that CP pain is not simply a peripherally mediated phenomenon but one subject to central influences. A growing body of literature highlights the importance of central influences in CP (ie, central sensitization and impairments in inhibitory pain modulation, etc.). 5, 6 One potentially useful way of understanding complex chronic pain syndromes comes from the biopsychosocial model of illness. 7 This model would view CP pain as a complex phenomenon involving biological, psychological, and social mechanisms, all of which interact and are reciprocally related. Pain therefore is not only influenced by biobehavioral factors but it also produces biological, psychological, and social changes that in turn affect future responses to pain. Among psychological factors, cognitive factors (such as patients' thoughts, beliefs, expectations, and coping behaviors) exert a particularly strong influence on the perception, reporting, and response to pain. [8] [9] [10] Beliefs patients have about pain are a powerful cognitive variable that strongly influences QOL, which is impaired in CP. Although CP is associated with impaired QOL, there is little understanding of variables that influence QOL. The methods used to assess QOL in CP have been poorly studied and the most important factors, both cognitive and behavioral, affecting QOL remain little studied.
The purpose of this study was to assess the relationship between pain, psychological processes, and QOL, with a focus on cognitive processes that have been identified as critical in other chronic painful medical disorders. Given QOL impairment among CP patients, we would expect that their pain beliefs would impair their function and well-being.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Subjects included 68 CP patients who were referred to a specialty pancreatic clinic at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, a tertiary care hospital and a major referral center for the state of Alabama. Informed consent was obtained from each subject. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both the University at Buffalo and University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Definitions
All patients were prospectively evaluated by a principal investigator (C.M.W. 
Questionnaire
Subjects were administered a 165-question test battery that for the purpose of this study included 5 psychometrically validated questionnaires.
Pain Beliefs and Perceptions
The PBPI is a 16-question scale addressing 4 dimensions of pain beliefs: seeing pain as mysterious (Mystery), holding oneself responsible for pain (Self-Blame), regarding one's condition as lingering into the future (Permanence), and/or continuous over time (Constancy). When used in heterogeneous samples of patients suffering from chronic somatic and visceral pain, beliefs that pain would be enduring and constant were associated with increased reported pain and intensity. 10 High scores in Permanence and Mystery scales have been correlated with more catastrophizing and worse coping and disability. [11] [12] [13] A correlation has also been found between beliefs of permanence, mystery, self-blame, and psychological distress (anxiety and depressive symptoms). 10 
Disease-specific QOL
The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer QLQ-C30 (EORTC QLQ-C30) is a 30-item questionnaire originally developed for the evaluation of QOL in patients affected with pancreatic cancer. 14 The QLQ-C30 (version 1) incorporated 5 functional scales (physical, role, cognitive, emotional, and social), 3 symptom scales (fatigue, pain, and nausea and vomiting), a global health status/QOL scale, and a number of single items assessing additional symptoms commonly reported by cancer patients (ie, dyspnea, loss of appetite, insomnia, constipation, and diarrhea) and perceived financial impact of the disease. Subsequent versions were built upon the same basic principles, culminating in the "core" 30-item EORTC QLQ-C30 (version 3.0) questionnaire, representing over 20 years of continuous development, refinement, and validation. Individuals are instructed to rate on a scale of 1 (Not at all) to 4 (Very Much) the extent to which their disease affects various aspects of their physical, mental, and social well-being.
Given that many of the presenting symptoms and palliative treatment options available to patients with pancreatic cancer are similar to those available for CP, attention has been focused on the applicability of this questionnaire to patients with CP. Psychometric evaluation has revealed strong content validity, internal consistency, convergent, and discriminant validity, 15 lending further support to its use in CP.
Psychological Distress
The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS 21) is a 21-item self-report questionnaire designed to measure the severity of a range of symptoms common to both depression and anxiety. In completing the DASS, the individual indicates the presence of a symptom over the previous week. Each item is scored numerically from 0 (did not apply to me at all over the last week) to 3 (applied to me very much or most of the time over the past week). The essential function of the DASS is to assess the severity of the core symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress. Accordingly, the DASS allows not only a way to measure the severity of a patient's symptoms but a means by which a patient's response to treatment can also be measured. 16, 17 Pain Sensation and Pain Affect Immediate pain affect (pain sensation, or cognitive appraisal of threat) was assessed using the short form of the McGill Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ). 18 The SF-MPQ consists of 15 words reflecting the most commonly used adjectives for describing the sensory (11 words) and affective (4 words) quality of pain experience during 4 weeks before assessment. Patients rate the intensity of these descriptors on a 4-point scale (where 0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe). Psychometric studies have found strong correlations between the major indices of the SF-MPQ and the original version 19 which previous pain processing research has used to measure pain sensation and pain affect. 20 
Long-term Suffering
Secondary pain affect (long-term suffering or meaning of pain experience) was measured using the Pain Discomfort Scale (PDS). 21 The PDS is a 10-item measure that requires the subjects to rate on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (this is very untrue for me) to 4 (this is very true for me) the extent to which they agree with cognitive and affective responses associated with pain-related suffering (eg, "the pain I experience is unbearable"). The PDS has sound psychometric properties (internal consistently, test-retest reliability, construct validity). 21 Pain affect is a dimensional construct moderated by cognitive appraisal of threat (immediate pain affect) or longterm meaning of pain experience (secondary pain affect). 22, 23 
Data Analysis Plan
Descriptive statistics (eg, means, SD, and percentages) were used to summarize demographic and clinical data. Partial correlations were then used to examine the bivariate relationships among the variables while controlling for possible confounding variables. Finally, a hierarchical regression analysis was performed to determine significant independent predictors of QOL while controlling for the effects of other variables. Conceptually distinct blocks of independent variables (ie, pain, psychological distress, pain beliefs) were entered sequentially with pain variables entered first, followed by psychological distress and pain beliefs variables. To limit the number of variables in the regression models, only variables with a P-value of <0.01 in the bivariate analyses were entered into the equations. All data analyses were performed using SPSS 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Table 1 shows the demographic and basic clinical characteristics of the sample. The sample was mostly middle aged, male, white, and in a current relationship. Most of the sample had a high school education or less with a middle income. Fifty-five percent of the sample reported suffering from pancreatitis pain for 5 years and above. The average QOL score on the EORTC QLQ-C30 of 37.5 was significantly lower than mean reference scores for the general population (71.2) and for patients with all stages of liver/ bile/pancreas cancer (55.9). 24 Almost all (91.2%) reported taking some kind of pain medication, with strong opiates (64.7%) and acetaminophen (27.9%) being the most common. Only 25.0% of the sample was working full time and 44.1% were on disability. Nearly half (48.5%) identified as a current cigarette smoker and 72.1% reported that they had smoked during their lifetime. Only about one-third of the sample (35.3%) reported drinking alcohol in the past 12 months and 5.9% reported having ≥ 5 drinks on a typical day when drinking. The 2 most common medical comorbidities were hypertension (50.0%) and diabetes (29.4%).
RESULTS
Descriptive Analyses
Bivariate Analyses
Partial correlations were conducted to assess the magnitude of the relations between QOL and the pain and psychological variables while controlling for possible confounding factors including age, gender, education level, and duration of illness. As seen in Table 2 , the results were in the expected manner. With respect to pain variables, QOL was significantly associated with a patient's reported average levels of pain and the sensory and affect subscales of the McGill questionnaire. Specifically, patients reported greater QOL impairment as the intensity, sensory experience, and emotional unpleasantness of pain increased. The strength of the associations was greatest for the average level of the intensity of pain (r = −0.52, P < 0.01). The correlation between QOL and pain discomfort (ie, secondary pain affect) did not reach statistical significance.
Regarding psychological variables, QOL was significantly associated with 3 of the 4 pain beliefs dimensions. CP patients with lower QOL scores tended to blame themselves for pain, see pain as more mysterious, and characterize the duration of their pain episodes as more continuous. The strength of the correlations was similar across all 3 dimensions. Permanence was the only pain belief dimension that did not significantly correlate with QOL. With respect to psychological distress, QOL impairment was significantly associated with greater reported levels of stress and depression. However, the correlation between QOL and anxiety was not statistically significant.
Regressions Analyses
A hierarchical regression analysis was performed to examine the unique contributions of the pain and psychological variables in the explanation of QOL. As stated previously, only the variables that had a P-value of <0.01 in the bivariate analyses were entered into the models. Furthermore, none of the demographic or potential confounding variables that were controlled for in the bivariate analyses were significantly associated with the QOL measure and were not included in the regression models. Because of the high intercorrelations among some of the predictor variables in the regression model, we first conducted tests for multicollinearity. The results showed that variance inflation factors ranged from 1.05 to 3.78 suggesting that the SEs of the coefficients were not inflated by multicollinearity. Pain variables were entered into the regression equation in the first step; psychological distress variables were entered in the second step; and pain beliefs variables were introduced in the third step.
The results of the regression analyses are shown in Table 3 . In step 1, pain variables explained 40.8% of the variance in QOL (F = 12.8, P < 0.001). Level of pain intensity was the only statistically significant independent variable. In step 2, the psychological distress variables explained an additional 3.0% of the variance in QOL; however, this increase was not statistically significant (ΔF = 1.49, P = 0.24). Level of pain intensity continued to be the only statistically significant predictor at this step. Finally, step 3 introduced the pain beliefs variables which explained an additional 10.6% of the variance in QOL (ΔF = 3.32, P = 0.02). The final model explained 54.4% of the variance in QOL scores (7.45, P < 0.001), with level of pain intensity and the pain beliefs dimension of self-blame being the only statistically significant independent predictors.
DISCUSSION
CP is a progressive disease characterized by impaired QOL and oftentimes debilitating abdominal pain. Although a number of researchers have studied QOL in CP, [25] [26] [27] [28] none have assessed the extent to which QOL impairment is due to patients' beliefs of pain. In this study, we found a correlation between pain beliefs and QOL impairment such that more patients with more negatively skewed beliefs had worse QOL. Patients with worse QOL tended to blame themselves for pain, see pain as more mysterious, and characterize their pain as more continuous in nature. These data argue against the notion that QOL is due to solely to pain intensity or the manifestations of CP such as the effects of exocrine and endocrine pancreatic insufficiency. This is not to say that pain dimensions such as the sensory quality of pain (eg, intensity) are unimportant. Indeed, we found that QOL was associated with both the intensity of pain and its emotional unpleasantness. Further research is needed to assess the relative impact of different aspects of pain on health outcomes. The broader research shows that the affective aspect of pain plays an increasingly important role on the trajectory of pain over time. 29 The finding that cognitive factors are associated with pain is consistent with research highlighting the role of central processes in altering the perception, processing, and response to painful stimuli as well as in CP. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] These studies have shown that patients with CP have alterations in central pain processing similar to those seen in other chronic pain disorders (ie, sensitization, cortical reorganization, and alterations in endogenous pain modulation), whereas others have demonstrated the beneficial effects of pharmacotherapy aimed at targeting those central variables. For example, Bouwense et al 5 demonstrated an antihyperalgesic effect of pregabalin, a centrally acting α-2 receptor agonist which is commonly used for its neuroinhibitory effects within the central nervous system (CNS), whereas others have demonstrated an antinociceptive effect of pregabalin in patients with CP. 6 Given our current knowledge regarding the complex pathogenesis of pain, it is important to systematically assess the relative contribution of peripheral and central factors to the contribution of pain in patients with CP. Although the CNS has been investigated with respect to its processing and modification of neurotransmission in CP, no study to date has objectively investigated changes in the CNS as they relate to cognitive processes in this disease. The present study identifies relationships among cognitive variables and pain in CP. Future research could further advance our understanding of this relationship through the utilization of neuroimaging (ie, functional magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomographic scans, evoked brain potentials, etc.) to investigate potential structural and functional changes within the CNS as they relate to these cognitive processes and the treatment thereof. These data suggest that pain of CP is complex, multidimensional, and not solely a product of nociceptive stimulation from the pancreas. Instead, pain in CP is influenced by the interplay of a host of biological, psychological, and environmental factors. It is important for the clinician to consider this complex relationship when conventional treatment regimens focusing on peripheral processes alone fall short of treatment expectations for patients whose pain is subject to strong central factors. Further research is needed to evaluate the utility of systematic psychological modification of faulty cognitive processes, and its effect on QOL and the overall pain experience in CP.
There are several strengths of this study. To our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the relationship of cognitive factors with pain perception and QOL impairment in CP. QOL in CP can be evaluated with well-studied generic questionnaires or a recently developed disease-specific questionnaire (the Pancreatitis Quality of Life Instrument), which has been psychometrically evaluated for use in CP patients. 37 The use of several psychometrically validated questionnaires in our survey allows the evaluation of numerous cognitive and physical variables in this disease. The relatively high response rate allows minimization of participation bias. The limitations of our study deserve mention. The study sample is relatively small, and was recruited from a single institution. This may limit the generalizability of our findings. The lack of a control group makes it difficult to know whether our findings are specific to CP or characteristic of patients with other painful GI disorders. Although our assessment battery featured a novel set of instruments evaluating aspects of the pain experience that have not been applied to CP patients, the battery was not designed to tap into the universe of biobehavioral processes that influence pain perception in this population. Moreover, there may have been other factors which were not evaluated which could have impacted our findings.
That said, our study demonstrates the relationship of cognitive factors, the pain experience, and QOL impairment in individuals affected with CP. Further research is needed to elucidate this relationship while also evaluating the effectiveness of systematic modification of these variables in an attempt to improve pain and QOL in CP.
